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The WikiTerm Project

Evaluate, improve and create **open, wiki-based multilingual resources for translators**.

Part of **wider project called OPLT** (French acronym for Observing the Use of Translation Technology).

- Collect data by **observing translators** at work.
- Use this data to guide development of Computer Assisted Translation technologies
  - Improve **existing tools**
  - Inspire ideas for **new and innovative tools**
Translators are very heavy users of online multilingual resources (ex: bilingual dictionaries, terminology databases).

The resources they employ are:

- **Proprietary**
- **Highly controlled** in terms of edit rights
- **Sometimes expensive**

Inspired by the WikiPedia phenomenon, many of the large terminology databases (Termium, GDT, IATE), are **slowly but carefully** opening themselves to contributors from selected and trusted outside contributors.

But what if we completely opened the gate and created a **wiki-based multilingual resource that anyone in the world can edit**?

We call such a resource a **WikiTerm**.
The work we present today is our first investigation of the WikiTerm idea, and it looks at the following questions:

- **Do existing wiki resources like WikiPedia, Wiktionary or OmegaWiki already form a reasonable WikiTerm?**

- **If not, what requirements of a WikiTerm are not met by those existing resources?**

- **Could existing resources be modified or expanded to meet those requirements, or should WikiTerm be created as a new separate resource?**
OmegaWiki: The New Kid on the Block

http://www.omegawiki.org/

This is a wiki-based **multilingual dictionary**.

At the moment, mostly an empty shell with little content.
Minimize speculation through observation of translators involved in actual translation work (Contextual Inquiry)

- Translator translates in front of one or more observers.
- Translator verbalises what he is doing and why.
- Observers interrupt frequently with probing questions to clarify what was said, or bring to the foreground behavior that was not verbalised explicitly.
- Audio is recorded, screen is captured.
Collected data

• 5 subjects so far (still collecting more)
• Different types of working environments (home-based freelance, medium size translation corporation, academic)
• 250 mins of video
Analyzing the data

From this raw data, we extracted 59 cases of translation difficulties that our subjects experienced:

- English term or expression in source language.
- French equivalent chosen by the translator.
- List of resources consulted by the translator in trying to resolve the translation difficulty.
## Analyzing the data (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of difficulty</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>subsidiary, fuel-oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phraseology</td>
<td>on short notice, for more than a decade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General language</td>
<td>grave, fiery, step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural or Country-Specific Realities</td>
<td>Go Huskies!, liberal Indian Affairs critic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Knowledge</td>
<td>Sun (name of a computer company), former Rep. Joseph Kennedy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Original 59 cases filtered down to only retain **42 cases for which one might expect to find answers in a dictionary or terminological database**, i.e. either:

- When trying to resolve the difficulty, subject actually searched in a dictionary or terminological database.

- The authors could find the answer to the difficulty **in at least one of the following resources**: Grand Dictionnaire Terminologique, Termium, Robert-Collins (these are the three resources that were most commonly used by our subjects).

Note: In two case ("education gap" and "head salesman") the terminology expert in the research team (Jean Quirion) deemed that it would be **useful and realistic** for a WikiTerm to have an entry for this particular difficulty, even though it did not meet the above criteria.
How much do translators use online linguistic resources?

Observation 1: Translators make heavy use of online linguistic resources

• Our subjects used a dictionary or terminological resources to resolve a difficulty, *approximately at every 5 sentence* (assuming 10 words per sentence).

• *Only once* did a subject use a *paper resource*.

Corollary: Translators are very heavy users of online linguistic resources, and are therefore an interesting constituency for wiki resources a la WikiPedia and Wiktionary.
Do translators use wiki resources?

Observation 2: None of our subjects seemed to use existing wiki resources

- In 250 minutes of observation with 5 subjects, we never once saw a translator going explicitly to a wiki resources to resolve a translation difficulty.
- On one occasion, we saw a translator doing a Google search for a term (“burough”), then follow the WikiPedia link in the hits list.

Corollary: Either translators do not know about these resources, OR, they are not useful to them as they currently stand.

Note: Further analysis seems to indicate that it is the later.
COULD translators use wiki resources to resolve translation difficulties?

Summary of relevant information found in various sources, for the 42 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WikiPedia</th>
<th>Wiktionary</th>
<th>OmegaWiki (Early June 2007)</th>
<th>OmegaWiki (Aug 2, 2007)</th>
<th>Termium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has English entry</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has English entry in right sense</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has French equivalent</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has French equivalent in correct sense</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation 3: For the needs of translators, WPedia, WNary and OWiki have poor content coverage when compared to traditional terminology databases like Termium (but OmegaWiki catching up quickly).
Solution might be to just encourage translators to contribute more to WikiPedia and Wiktionary…

But presentation of the information in those resources is really not well suited to their needs.

Given the frequency at which translators consult dictionaries and term banks (once every 5 sentence), information must be presented in a way that enables fast decision-making.

If it isn’t, translators will not be motivated to contribute.
Easy and fast to scan:

- Only information that is relevant for translation purposes.
- See both English and French at same time.
- Multiple translations on a single screen.
- Consistent presentation for all entries.
Presentation of the information (2)

- Too much information that is **irrelevant** for translators.

- English entry and its translations are on **separate pages**.

- *is-translation-of* relation not guaranteed to be symmetrical

- If we follow the *Français* link, we get…
• This is one and only one possible translation of “subsidiary”.
• Other translations accessible from the “Voir aussi”.
• But a consolidated presentation of all the French translations of “subsidiary” would be better.
• Also, we have lost the definition of the original English term.
Inconsistencies

- Translation for some languages is in “other languages” box.

- For some languages, it is in the “Translations” section.

- *is-translation-of* relation not guaranteed to be symmetrical

Translations section has too much irrelevant information

- Shows translations in all languages, even though a given translator usually translates between two languages only.

- Situation gets worse as coverage of languages increases, and if different senses of the English translate differently.

If we follow the “Français” link…

- subsidiary
  1. auxiliary or supplemental
  2. secondary or subordinate
  3. of, or relating to a subsidy

Noun

subsidiary

1. A company owned by the parent company or holding company
2. (music) a subordinate theme

Translations

This translation table needs to be split into named sub-tables in order

Wikipedia: How to check translations for more information.

- Finnish: tytäryhtiö (1)
- German: orgänzond

Category: Requests for translation table cleanup
Presentation on the “Français” page is better.

- Just the two relevant languages.
- Multiple choices of equivalents on a single page.
- But need to click on each equivalent to see its definition.
- It would be better to see a consolidated list of short definitions for each of those equivalents.
Much, Much, better!

- Single language pair.
- Includes short definitions of the French translations.
- \textit{is-translation-of} relation IS guaranteed to be symmetrical

But term coverage so sparse that translators may not feel motivated to user nor contribute
Are existing wiki resources well suited to translator needs?

Short answer: **NO**.

None of them has the necessary content.

In addition, WikiPedia and Wiktionary do not present information in the way that translators need it.

The one that does a good job at presentation (OmegaWiki) has virtually no coverage of the terms and expressions translators search for.
Building a WikiTerm

Approach 1: Modifying and expanding WikiPedia and Wiktionary

- Create a **specialized interface** in WPedia and WNary, which will extract and present only that information that translators care about (short definition, translation in the language user is translating to)
- Start a publicity campaign targeted at translators, to encourage them to contribute to them.

**Advantages:**
- These resources already cover a good portion of cases (25% for WPedia, 33% for WNary).
- They are well known.
- So translators may be motivated to contribute to its expansion.

**Disadvantages:**
- May be hard to automatically extract relevant information from the pages (especially WPedia).
- When users modify the content through the specialized interface, it may be hard to insert that content back into the original page.
- Some expressions (ex: “value for the money”) which translators would like to find in a WikiTerm, may not belong in WPedia or WNary.
Approach 2: Expand content of OmegaWiki

- Start a publicity campaign targeted at translators, to encourage them to contribute to it.
- Automatically seed the resource with content mined from WPedia, WNary.

Advantages:
- Presentation already very well targeted to the needs of translators.
- Relational structure of \textit{is-translation-of} relationship allows automatic export of translators own terminology bases to OWiki.

Disadvantages:
- Not as well known at WPedia and WNary.
- May be hard to automatically extract relevant information from the pages (especially WPedia).
- Some expressions (ex: “value for the money”) which translators would like to find in a WikiTerm, may not belong in OWiki either.
Both of those approaches will face a common technical challenge, namely:

*How to automatically extract translation-relevant information from WPedia and WNary.*

Extracting terms and their equivalents
• Not trivial, because translations tagged in many different ways in WPedia and WNary.

Extracting short definitions
• Even harder, because no markup element for short definition.
  – Grab first paragraph? First sentence?
Summary

Translators are heavy users of online multilingual resources.

They are currently dependant on proprietary closed resources.

The existing wiki resources lack the content and presentation that translators need.

The two approaches to create an open, wiki-like multilingual resources for translators is not clear…

But both require the ability to automatically extract translation-relevant information from WPedia and WNary.

… we are looking forward to conversations and feedback with the wiki community on that issue.
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